
How did that relationship affect the development of the book? Did it change any of your plans or your ideas of
when or how you wanted to get things done?

The book was pretty much done when we gave it to Powell’s to read, so the facts of the film didn’t change what was
in the book. It definitely made promoting the book a lot more fun. I don’t know about you, but I’m bored at most
readings, even for writers I really admire on the page -- they are not usually that entertaining to go see at a reading. But
a film, people respond to, especially a well-made one like this. So that’s made it a lot more appealing.
 
By the same token, I think both Sean and I feel that as great as the film is, and as much as we and people all over the
place seem to enjoy it, I don’t think it’s a substitute for the book. I think it’s kind of a taster. I hope people will turn to
the book and find something fuller and different. Because print is just much deeper and slower and more subtle, I find.
That’s why I work in print.

I absolutely agree. I definitely got that sense the first time I watched the film. It made me want to go back and
revisit the essays I had already read and to check out the ones I hadn’t gotten to yet. It’s definitely a lot of fun,
but I don’t think it distracts from the book itself at all.

In retrospect, I wish that all fifty writers could have been there, which would have been impossible for many reasons.
There’s been some talk about trying to expand the film, but in a way it’s such a perfect distillation of that perfect day
that that might be tough to do.

Yeah, kind of like going back and redoing a favorite film of yours. It would be hard getting everyone to act the
same...

Yeah, Be Kind, Rewind, you know.

What are some pieces that caught you off guard? Maybe you were anticipating something specific, and a
writer just blew away all your expectations?

I think Josh Ferris is one that just lit me up right away. I think everybody knows from his first book what a good
novelist he is, and he’s going to be writing great novels for a long time to come. But when we assigned him Florida,
where he in part grew up, I wasn’t sure what we would get; I think what we got was one of the most moving pieces in
the book. It’s an account of all the things he learned from working in a scummy Key West diner, and how the
important things -- really, the essential things that formed him while growing up in Florida -- are things he learned from
the dishwashers and the older waitresses and the addicts, and the people who didn’t have much in common with his
own life, but had much to teach him, besides. And I think in that way it’s kind of a profound piece about how a place
makes you, and that place is not just the topography or the climate or the mythology. It’s the people you meet there,
and that’s a theme that runs throughout the book. I think he tells it as well as anybody. But it’s also a really funny
piece, and I suppose that won’t surprise readers of his work. I think his is one of the best in the book.

What are some others that you consider to be exemplary of rest of the collection? Any you suggest people to
begin with to get a sense of book as whole?

I’d say one oddball one that I like to point people to is the one on Delaware. Obviously, it’s a book with a lot of writers
whose names we’re familiar with -- Jonathan Franzen and Barry Hannah and S.E. Hinton and Jhumpa Lahiri, and on
and on -- but the writer from Delaware isn’t one that’s so well know. His name is Craig Taylor, and he’s a playwright
and an oral historian. He’s a great fan of Studs Terkel’s books, which I know you know right there in Chicago, and
I’m a huge fan of Studs’s books from when I worked at The New Press. I felt it was really important to get some oral
history into State By State, and Craig Taylor did a marvelous job. I mean, Delaware is a place no one really knows
much about, other than the fact that credit card companies are based there, and that it’s a place to set up a business
because of its tax policies. Nobody knows much about it, or at least Sean and I didn’t, and so we sent Craig down
there for ten days, and we told him to meet everybody you can and come back with a piece of writing that captures this
place, which is what we said for the whole book. But what he came back with is -- well, I think this piece is still going
to be read fifty years from now, because it is so memorable and so vivid. Everyone he talked to, from black single
mothers at a bus station in Wilmington to a couple of Mexican fishermen fishing in the shadow of a nuclear reactor


